This is a take-off of Magritte's "The Treason of Images" painting, where I replaced pipe with duck. I discarded fragments where the color of the fragment would've been white.

Morphing the vase into a heart shape

Line Integral Convolution of periodic double gyre flow

The vase broken into luminous rectangles

Vase carved from a 3D wood texture

Vase reflecting an outdoor scene

Vase distorted into a tulip

ChromaDepth wireframe vase

R2D2 generating a vase hologram

Derezzing the vase (a la Tron)

Vase distorted into a hat

Glass ridges molded into the vase

Vase with procedural hexagon patterns

Anisotropic reflection from the vase

Vase with bump-mapped patterns

Morphing the vase into a Beaver balloon

The vase exploding into solid particles

Anisotropic reflection from the vase

Mandelbrot Set holes in the vase
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Vase with faux subsurface scattering

Vase with bump-mapped patterns